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progresses  in future year”.
The head of Commerce organization of Alborz:”It`s our honour that such a national 

grand and professional show with attendance of governors, experienced visitor groups 
from different provinces of Iran is held in our province”.

The head of jihad-e-agriculture of Alborz:
“We evaluate this exhibition as a grand center for Commercial training and promoting, 

Considering the existed situation to fullfil the subsidarie`s cancelation, we appreciate 
“Damparvaran Magazine” as the manger director of this exhibition.

The head of veterinary organization of Iran:
“One of the goals of this high-professional exhibition is providing more corporation 

between producers, Customers and governors. In this case we will be able to act as an suc-
cessful exporter.

Opening  Celebration by attending of deputy of ministry of 
jihad-e-agriculture; The general manager of Alborz prov-

ince; Head of this organization in this province

Attending of Feed Tech  Makina from Turkey

Modern 6 -  floors in poultry farms, designed by 
Saba - Sanaat - e - pershia in Iran

Pershian - Dam - Kesht - e - Aria`s hall presenting the 
latest technology of genetics from America  

The First  Professional Exhibition of poultry, Livestock and 
Related Industries (IRAN Agri P.L.B 2011)

Alborz (New Province)
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What is the real share of poultry and livestock producers from specified 
facilities by the cancelation subsidaries law

At first, it was expected, this law promotes and conclude to higher 
profitability and lower total prices; but this main target is actually for-
gotten.

The writer of this article mostly cares to agricultural sectors. If we 
pretend to higher quality and lower prices, so we must logically protect 
our producers in poultry and livestock  and breeding industries.

It`s not as a claim, if we declare that our poultry and livestock produc-
ers have reached to a  very high level of success. So it`s time,our state to 
fullfil their promises as soon as possible.

In this case our large economy will reach to more net income, our consumers will meet 
more cheap products,the last and the most important ,we will not act as a weak importer.

While all above mentioned will be occured provided that, the exact share of this impor-
tant sector will be specified from the income of higher prices of energy sources.

President; Mr. Ahmadi-Nejad
“In our country as a draughty one, we should have more investing on other related in-

dustries instead of agricultural sectors only. We should correct the 
using methods of water sources and irrigation.”

“Agricultural related industries have the essential role, while 
our people never can live without agricultural products.”

President refering to canceling subsidiaries law addressed to 
agricultural producers: “we have considered proper and consider-
able budget to our agricultural activities”.

He emphasized on changing iririgating methods: “Our state has considered 7,000 mil-
liard Tommans for changing in irrigating methods.”

“We expect our farmers and managers provide and utilize the latest irrigating systems”, 
he said.

The First professional Exhibition of poultry and livestock Breeding and 
related industries (PLB 2011) is held in Alborz province-Iran

The main target of this grand Show is to present the infrustructural technologies of this 
in dustry from 24 - 27 khordad 1390.

As the fact, the actual solution to control prices, is to elevate the level of technology in 
several phases of production.

In opening celebration of Exhibition:
Governor general of Alborz province:
“We appriciate celebration of this professional exhibition presenting the latest tech-

nologies. With no hesitation, this grand show will be held with more Cooperative and 
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